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We describe the geometry of bend distortions in liquid crystals and their fundamental degenera-
cies, which we call β lines. These represent a new class of line-like topological defect in twist-bend
nematics where the bend is generically non-zero. We present constructions for smectic-like textures
containing screw and edge dislocations, grain boundaries and focal conics, and also for vortex-like
structures of double twist and Skyrmions. We analyse their local geometry and global structure,
showing that their intersection with any surface is twice the Skyrmion number. Finally, we demon-
strate how arbitrary knots and links can be created and describe them in terms of merons, giving a
new geometric perspective on the fractionalisation of Skyrmions.
Fresh perspectives invariably accompany the discov-
ery of a new phase: The experimental discovery of the
twist-bend nematic phase [1–3] invites fresh considera-
tion of nematic geometry and topology. The twist-bend
nematic is a fluid mesophase in which the nematic orien-
tation exhibits a heliconical modulation with nanoscale
pitch and modest cone angle [4]. It occurs in compounds
with a bent core architecture (banana molecules) and is
characterised by a preferred state of non-zero bend dis-
tortion [5, 6]. The generic geometrical and topological
features of bend distortions are thus a natural vehicle for
describing the structural degeneracies and defects of the
twist-bend phase, however, they arise more generally and
apply to any material or system described (even in part)
by a unit vector, or line, field.
Geometric elastic distortions pervade soft matter
physics [7], providing a common conceptual framework
for understanding many different materials as well as nu-
merous methods – including boundary conditions, sub-
strate topography and surface curvature – for design-
ing or controlling properties and functionality [8–16].
Geometric methods also relate to topological proper-
ties through the Gauss-Bonnet theorem and Berry phase
physics, so that geometric degeneracies possess both
elastic and topological significance, giving them greater
potential for material control. A common feature of
many materials are structural degeneracies along lines
or curves, with examples including flux lines in super-
conductors [17], fluid vortices [18], nodal lines in opti-
cal beams [19], C lines in electromagnetic fields [20], de-
fect lines in liquid crystals [21] and umbilic lines in gen-
eral [22]. In many instances these lines are fundamental
to the organisation and properties of the entire material,
simultaneously characterising it and offering a mecha-
nism for controlling and engineering specific responses.
In this Letter, we introduce a new line-like geometric
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degeneracy associated to zeros of the bend in a unit vec-
tor field, that we call β lines. These lines occur in all ma-
terials with vector or orientational order, such as liquid
crystals and ferromagnets, but have added significance
when there is an energetic preference for non-zero bend,
and in such materials β lines are a new type of topo-
logical defect. We give constructions of both smectic-like
textures and Skyrmion states in twist-bend nematics and
characterise them in terms of their β lines. We provide
a description of the local structure of generic β lines and
show that their signed intersection number with a surface
gives a Skyrmion count. Finally, we show how complex
three-dimensional textures encoding knotted β lines may
be constructed, analogous to the ‘heliknotons’ recently
created experimentally in cholesterics [23], and charac-
terise them in terms of merons. Additional illustrations
of each texture discussed, as well as further technical de-
tails and examples of the mathematical constructions in-
troduced, are presented in the Supplemental Material.
Orientational order is described by a unit vector n,
called the director. Nematic symmetry, n ∼ −n, corre-
sponds to alignment that is line-like, rather than vecto-
rial. The bend b = (n ·∇)n = −n× (∇×n) is the curva-
ture of the director integral curves; it is a globally defined
vector whose sign does not reverse under n→ −n. As n
is a unit vector the bend is everywhere orthogonal to it,
b · n = 0. Thus, although bend is a vector field in three-
dimensional space, it is atypical, having only two degrees
of freedom. In particular, the set of points where it van-
ishes — geometrically, the set of inflectional points in the
integral curves of n — is one-dimensional, and forms a
collection of fundamental curves in the material that are
characteristic of it; we call them β lines.
A model system for exploring the significance of β lines
is the twist-bend nematic. It may be described by a
Frank free energy with negative bend elastic constant [5],
or by coupling the bend of the nematic director to a vec-
tor polarisation, p, coming from the ‘banana’ shape of
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FIG. 1: Examples of β lines in smectic-like twist-bend singularities. Director and its integral curves shown in blue, with the
bend vector in orange and β lines in green. (a, b) Screw dislocations in the helical phase of the twist-bend ground state, with
strength s = +1 (a) and s = −1 (b). Colour indicates the phase φ from (2). Insets show the winding of the helical phase
around the β line from multiple perspectives. Orange surfaces in the bottom inset show φ = 0 with points of equal phase along
the integral curves marked by black dots. (c) Edge dislocation in φ; colour indicates the xy angle of the bend vector. In passing
from negative to positive x the director integral curves pick up an extra turn, implying the existence of a β line. The β line
location is not the phase singularity in φ (D), but the hyperbolic point H where ∇φ vanishes.
the constituent molecules, with a free energy [6]
F =
∫
K
2
∣∣∇n∣∣2−λb·p+C
2
∣∣∇p|2+U
4
(
1−|p|2)2 dV, (1)
where K is a Frank elastic constant, λ is a coupling con-
stant, C is an elastic constant for the polarisation, and U
sets the scale of the bulk ordering energy. This favours
the heliconical director n = cos θ ez + sin θ(cos qz ex +
sin qz ey), with the conical angle θ and helical wavevec-
tor q determined by the elastic moduli [4, 6]. The inte-
gral curves of the director are helices of constant curva-
ture and torsion; the bend b = q sin θ cos θ(− sin qz ex +
cos qz ey) has constant magnitude and rotates at the
same rate as the director. We review the geometry of the
heliconical director and the free energy (1) in the Supple-
mental Material, which includes Refs. [24–29]. On scales
large compared to the helical pitch (2pi/q) the twist-bend
phase has the same elastic energy as a smectic [30–33] and
exhibits all the features, textures and defects of a bone-
fide smectic, despite there being no mass-density wave.
These smectic-like defects are all associated with β lines;
we remark that they are revealed by the director field and
the degeneracies of its bend despite many of the textures
we consider being nullhomotopic and hence invisible to
the traditional homotopy theory methods.
We consider first screw dislocations in the helical inte-
gral curves of the twist-bend ground state, Fig. 1. Here,
the phase of the helices winds by 2pis on a circle enclosing
the screw axis, where s is the integer dislocation strength;
we show s = +1 in Fig. 1(a) and s = −1 in Fig. 1(b).
There is the same winding number in the bend (orange
arrows), guaranteeing the existence of a β line. These
textures are captured by the director field
n = cos θ ez + sin θ
[
cosφ ex + sinφ ey
]
, (2)
where φ = qz + s arctan(y/x) and the cone angle θ
varies smoothly from its far field preferred value to
vanish on the z-axis. As θ vanishes, the helical inte-
gral curves degenerate to a straight line along the z-
axis which, having no curvature, is a β line. Using in-
stead φ = qz + s arctan(z/x) yields an edge dislocation,
Fig. 1(c). Here the β line does not coincide with the
dislocation itself, where φ is singular (y-axis, marked D
in Fig. 1(c)). Instead it is displaced slightly to one side,
at the position of the hyperbolic point (H in Fig. 1(c))
where ∇φ is zero [34]. A detailed comparision of the
winding of φ and its singularities versus that of the bend
vector is given in the Supplemental Material, which con-
tains Ref. [35]. These examples can be set in a more
general context that captures any smectic texture. For
a smectic phase field φ with layer normal N we set
n = cos θN + sin θ
[
cosφ e1 + sinφ e2
]
, where e1, e2 are
an orthonormal basis for the planes orthogonal to N that
is parallel transported along it, (∇Ne1) · e2 = 0. The
singularities in the smectic phase field then all induce β
lines in the director. In the Supplemental Material we
provide examples for twist-grain-boundaries [36–38] and
parabolic focal conics [39, 40].
A separate set of examples of β lines is provided by
the vortex structures familiar from cholesterics, such
as the axes of double twist cylinders or the cores of
Skyrmions. A canonical example is the double twist
profile n = cos qρ ez + sin qρ eφ shown in Fig. 2(a),
for which the bend is radial, b = − 1ρ sin2 qρ eρ, and
vanishes linearly along the axis with winding number
+1. Although the winding number is the same as the
s = +1 screw dislocation, Fig. 1(a), the structure is
distinct; each helical integral curve encircles the β line,
in contrast to the screw dislocation where they do not.
This observation establishes that these two β lines are
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FIG. 2: β lines in double twist and Skyrmion vortex structures. (a) β line at the centre of a double twist cylinder — the
integral curves of the director wind about the β line, making this +1 defect topologically distinct from the screw dislocation of
Fig. 1(a). (b) A single Skyrmion, indicated by the grey disc, embedded in a heliconical background. There are two cooriented
β lines, which are topologically required by the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern theorem (5). Orientations are indicated by a choice of
tangent vector along the β lines, and agree with the far field heliconical director having negative z component. (c) Detailed
structure of the director integral curves (blue), bend vector (orange) and β lines (green) of a twist-bend Skyrmion. Red circles
highlight the winding of the bend vector about the second, helical, β line. (d) A hexagonal lattice of twist-bend Skyrmions,
with midplane coloured by xy angle of the bend vector. Simulation results in panels (b,c,d) are shown for θ = 0.1, U/C = 0.3.
topologically distinct, in the sense that one cannot con-
vert one into the other without creating additional β
lines. Such a double twist cylinder occurs at the core
of a (twist-bend nematic) Skyrmion embedded in a he-
liconical background, Fig. 2(b,c); Skyrmions are non-
singular field configurations that are (meta)stable states
in cholesterics and in ferromagnets with Dzyaloshinski-
Moriya interaction [41–45], which carry a topological
charge Q = 14pi
∫
n · ∂xn × ∂yn dxdy. The analogous
helical director structures immediately suggest it is pos-
sible Skyrmions also arise in twist-bend nematics, and
indeed we find them to be (meta)stable in simulation.
The Skyrmion contains two β lines (Fig. 2(b,c)), one
along the central axis with the structure of the double
twist cylinder, Fig. 2(a), and the second a helix with
pitch equal to that of the heliconical far field director
and winding number of the bend equal to −1. These β
lines are a topological necessity and count the Skyrmion
charge Q; we demonstrate below (and provide further de-
tail in the Supplemental Material) that there are two β
lines per Skyrmion. Fig. 2(d) shows a hexagonal lattice
of Skyrmions, again (meta)stable in simulation. A full
Skyrmion phase diagram, analogous to that constructed
for cholesterics [46], would be of clear interest, although
it is not the focus of this work; here, we simply note that
we have confirmed (meta)stability for the heliconical far
field angle θ ∈ [0.1, 0.5], U/C ∈ [0.1, 0.5], in simulations
perfomed using periodic boundary conditions with box
height chosen to match one pitch length (2pi rotation) of
the twist-bend director. The stability we have seen sug-
4gests that twist-bend Skyrmions could be directly nucle-
ated by adapting techniques used in cholesteric cells or
in magnetic systems.
Thus far we have discussed β lines in the context of par-
ticular examples motivated by experimentally relevant
structures in the twist-bend nematic or in cholesterics.
We now turn to a description of their geometric struc-
ture and topological significance in general — we em-
phasise that our discussion is applicable to any vector or
line field. In our simple examples, the director n is ei-
ther colinear with the β line tangent t, as in Figs. 1(a, b)
and Fig. 2(a), or orthogonal to it as in Fig. 1(c). How-
ever generically neither is the case, and n and t make
some intermediate angle. Points where they are orthogo-
nal have codimension one and are called Legendrian (see
for example [47]); points of colinearity are codimension
two and do not occur except in situations of high sym-
metry. A local description of a generic point on a β
line can be developed by introducing adapted coordinates
n ≈ nx ex + ny ey + ez and expanding in a Taylor series,
retaining only terms that contribute at linear order to
the bend:[
nx
ny
]
=
[
∇⊥n
∣∣∣
0
+ z
(
∂z∇⊥n
)∣∣∣
0
] [
x
y
]
+
1
2
z2
[
sx
sy
]
, (3)[
bx
by
]
=
[(
∇⊥n
∣∣∣
0
)2
+ ∂z∇⊥n
∣∣∣
0
] [
x
y
]
+ z
[
sx
sy
]
. (4)
Here ∇⊥n =
[
∂xnx ∂ynx
∂xny ∂yny
]
denotes the 2×2 matrix of or-
thogonal gradients of the director [22] and ∂z∇⊥n is its
rate of change along the local director; [sx, sy] controls
the angle between t and n. The winding number in the
xy-plane is ±1 according to the sign of det((∇⊥n|0)2 +
∂z∇⊥n|0
)
. When the derivatives ∂z∇⊥n
∣∣
0
are negligible
this reduces to (det∇⊥n|0)2 and the winding is always
+1, so that the different profiles of β lines are controlled
crucially by the parallel derivatives of the orthogonal di-
rector gradients. In the Supplemental Material, which
includes Refs. [48, 49], we use (3), (4) to construct a va-
riety of β lines with different local profiles, including a
Legendrian point.
We now describe the global structure beginning with
a canonical orientation of β lines via the operator ∇b.
Along the β lines there are two canonical frames; the
tangent vector to the curve t and normal plane ν, and
the director n and its normal plane ξ. ∇b defines an iso-
morphism ν → ξ, detailed in the Supplemental Material,
and we orient the β line such that this isomorphism pre-
serves orientation. We note that the orientation obtained
reverses upon n → −n, which corresponds precisely to
the change in sign of point defects (or Skyrmion charge)
under the same replacement [50]. On the complement
of the β lines there is the Frenet-Serret framing of the
director integral curves. The β lines are singularities of
this framing. We write b = κ e1, with κ the curvature
of the integral curves, and e2 = n × e1. This framing
yields a connection 1-form ω = (∇e1) · e2 for the plane
field ξ. The component of ω along the director is the
torsion τ = ω(n) = (∇ne1) · e2, while the vector dual
to it is the local pitch axis of the heliconical twist-bend
state. For example, the smectic-based twist-bend direc-
tor (2) has connection 1-form ω = cos θ dφ; the torsion
is τ ≈ q cos2 θ and the pitch axis is along ∇φ. Topolog-
ical information is conveyed by the associated curvature
2-form Ω = − sin θ dθ ∧ dφ = −12 ijknidnj ∧ dnk. Given
a surface S, the β lines intersect it in a set of points pi
and by the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern theorem
1
2pi
∫
∂S
ω − 1
2pi
∫
S
Ω =
∑
i
Intpi(β, S), (5)
where Intpi(β, S) denotes the signed intersection num-
ber at point pi of an oriented β line with an oriented
surface S. For Skyrmion textures this total intersection
number is 2Q, giving two β lines per Skyrmion as seen
in Fig. 2. In the Supplemental Material, which contains
also Refs. [51–55], we give detailed applications of (5) to
the examples of the screw dislocation (Fig. 1), the dou-
ble twist cylinder (Fig. 2(a)), and the Skyrmion texture
(Fig. 2(b,c)), in each case demonstrating the topological
necessity of the β lines present.
Finally, we discuss fully three-dimensional textures and
show that it is possible to embed an arbitrary knotted
or linked set of β lines into a heliconical background,
via an extension of our constructions for screw and edge
dislocations. Given any knot or link K, the director
n = cos θ ez + sin θ
[
cosφK ex + sinφK ey
]
, (6)
where φK = qz +
1
2ωK , with ωK the solid angle function
for K [56], embeds a helical winding of the director inte-
gral curves around a tubular neighbourhood of K, Fig. 3;
as before, the cone angle θ should be made to vary from
its far field value to vanish along K. The phase winding
in the helical integral curves guarantees the existence of
a β line. Examples for the trefoil knot, Fig. 3(a-d), and
Hopf link, Fig. 3(e,f), are shown.
The director texture around the knot is that of a
meron tube extruded along K. A meron is a fraction-
alisation of a Skyrmion that carries half the topological
charge [44, 57]. β lines provide a natural geometric per-
spective on this fractionalisation: since each Skyrmion
comprises two β lines, a single β line represents half
a Skyrmion, i.e. a meron. In terms of the heliconical
phase field, φK , these meron tubes are edge dislocations
where heliconical layers terminate. Exactly these struc-
tures were recently created experimentally in cholesteric
cells and shown to form highly controllable and respon-
sive knotted solitons [23]. In that experiment, links of
‘escape up’ and ‘escape down’ meron tubes combined to
give non-zero Hopf invariant. For the twist-bend nematic
phase, the small conical angle (θ ≈ 25◦ [3]) gives an
energetic preference to ‘escape up’ merons over ‘escape
down’, whereas in cholesterics (θ = pi/2) the two types
of meron are degenerate. Even with only ‘escape up’
merons, where the Hopf invariant is trivial, the linking is
still a relevant quantity with distinct textures for differ-
ent values of the linking number, Lk(βi, βj). In Fig. 3(e,f)
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FIG. 3: Knotted β line meron textures in twist-bend nematics. (a) β line tied into a trefoil knot, embedded in the heliconical
background, with a cross-sectional slice marked and shown in (b). The local structure of the director (b,c) is an escape-up
meron containing a single β line (colour denotes bend phase; same as in Fig. 2). The director in the cross-section shown in (b)
covers the top of the unit sphere as shown in (c), corresponding to escape up. In (d) we show the β line from the side, with
the bend phase (colour) on several cross-sectional slices. (e,f) Hopf links with linking numbers +1 (e) and −1 (f), and their
distinct phase fields.
we show examples for the Hopf link with linking numbers
±1 where the layer structure through the middle of the
link is different in the two cases; further images of an
unknot, the trefoil, and both types of Hopf link are given
in the Supplemental Material.
The triviality, or otherwise, of the Hopf invariant can
also be seen just from the β lines and the invariant
Θ =
∑
i s
2
iSL(βi)+
∑
i 6=j sisjLk(βi, βj), familiar from he-
licity and abelian Chern-Simons theory [58]. This is not
directly equal to the Hopf invariant, but is an alternative
way of presenting the homotopy group pi3(S
2) ∼= Z that
describes three-dimensional solitons [59]. The integer sj
denotes the strength of the jth β line βj , generically ±1,
and the self-linking number, SL(β), is defined as follows:
consider the total rotation
∫
B′ e2 ·de1 of the Frenet-Serret
frame about the director along any push-off B′ giving a
zero-framing for the β line. Part of this rotation is an in-
trinsic Berry phase γ, equal to the area on the unit sphere
bound by the curve traced out by n along B. The differ-
ence γ − ∫
B′ e2 · de1 = 2pi SL(β) defines the self-linking.
See the Supplemental Material for an illustration of how
to compute the self-linking number.
We have given an initial description of geometric de-
generacies in the bend of a vector field, which we call
β lines, and their connection to topological features, in-
cluding smectic singularities, Skyrmions and merons. We
have couched the majority of the discussion around the
twist-bend nematic phase, in which the β lines are novel
topological defects, however the same structures arise in
any orientationally ordered material. As one example in
a different setting, active materials with extensile activity
exhibit a bend driven instability in (three-dimensional)
active nematics and cholesterics [60–62] and so naturally
exist in states with non-zero bend distortion. The ge-
ometric degeneracies we have introduced here will also
arise there and may provide a means for their analysis.
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Introduction
This supplemental material provides, firstly, a detailed account of the bend distortions of a unit vector field, their
geometric degeneracies and the topological information they carry. The results obtained apply to any material or
physical system described (even in part) by such a unit vector, or line, field. In the same way that the geometry of
twist is used primarily in the context of chiral phases, such as cholesteric liquid crystals, helimagnets and Beltrami
flows, where the natural state is one of non-zero twist, we anticipate that the geometry of bend will be used primarily
for phases where the natural state is one of non-zero bend. For this reason, we illustrate our general discussion with
examples taken from a concrete, minimal example of such a system, the twist-bend nematic — in the same way that
cholesterics illustrate general features of the geometry of twist, we shall use the twist-bend nematic to illustrate general
aspects of the geometry of bend. As such, the specific free energy we shall use to model the twist-bend nematic, drawn
from recent literature [4, 6], will be of subsidiary importance. The reader interested in the general structure of bend
distortions may consult §§ I, IX, X, XI and read these independently of any consideration of the twist-bend nematic,
whose modelling and free energy is discussed briefly in § II.
The second purpose of this supplement is to provide additional graphical renderings and mathematical detail of the
various defects in twist-bend nematics discussed in the main text — of the screw and edge dislocations §§ III, IV, V,
of Skyrmions and Skyrmion lattices §VIII, and of three-dimensional knotted merons §XI. In addition, we discuss two
smectic-like defects not detailed in the main text, twist grain boundaries §VI and focal conics §VII.
I. Geometry of Orientational Order
The geometrical description of orientational order comes from a natural decomposition of the director gradients [22,
24, 25]. The director gives a canonical splitting of directions in space at each point, into those parallel to the director
and those perpendicular to it. The latter define a two-dimensional vector space at every point, called the orthogonal
plane field, ξ. Fig. S1 illustrates this splitting and the plane field ξ at a single point in space (Fig. S1(a)), for the
cholesteric ground state (Fig. S1(b)), and for a double-twist cylinder (Fig. S1(c)). The local symmetry of the director
field gives an action of a subgroup of the rotation group isomorphic to SO(2) under which the director gradients
naturally split as
∂inj = ni(nk∂k)nj +
∇ · n
2
(
δij − ninj
)
+
n · ∇ × n
2
ijknk + ∆ij . (S1)
9FIG. S1: An illustration of the plane field ξ associated to a director n. (a) At each point, ξ is defined to be the orthogonal
plane (grey) to the director (blue). n and ξ are shown for (b) the cholesteric ground state and (c) a double-twist cylinder,
whose axis is indicated by the green line.
The first term gives the derivatives parallel to the director field, ∇‖n, and the remainder the orthogonal gradients,
∇⊥n. The orthogonal gradients can be thought of as a linear transformation on the orthogonal plane field — the
shape operator for the director field — defined by v 7→ (v · ∇)n for any orthogonal vector v. The first two terms
in the orthogonal gradients are isotropic and contain the splay and twist distortions, while the last term, ∆ij , is the
anisotropic part of the orthogonal gradients; it is a traceless, symmetric, linear transformation on ξ that transforms
as a spin 2 object under the action of the local SO(2) symmetry group. Its eigenvectors are the directions of principal
curvature of the director field. Closely related to it is the linear transformation Πij = ∆illjknk, the anisotropic part of
the chirality pseudotensor, whose principal eigenvector defines the pitch axis in cholesterics and helimagnets [22, 24].
Of course, ∆ and Π are defined for any type of orientational order and not only for cholesterics, but in cholesterics where
non-zero twist is energetically preferred they gain added significance. The defects in the pitch axis — called λ lines and
readily visible under optical microscopy — correspond to the zeros of ∆ (and equivalently Π) [22, 24]. In the general
case, the zeros of ∆ (equivalently Π) are the umbilics of the director field, where the orthogonal gradients are locally
isotropic. As these are zeros of a linear transformation on a vector space they carry topological information [22, 24, 25];
specifically, they identify the topology of the director field modulo elements of order 4 [22, 25, 64].
The parallel gradients, ∇‖n, define the bend distortion b := (n ·∇)n = −n×(∇×n); its geometric interpretation is
that it is the curvature of the integral curves of the director field. The bend is a vector that is everywhere orthogonal
to the director field, b ·n = 0, and is therefore a section of the orthogonal plane field ξ. As a section of a rank 2 vector
bundle, b has zeros of codimension 2 which form one-dimensional curves within the texture. We call these curves β
lines; they are the central object of the present work. These β lines are the locus of inflection points in the director
integral curves; as a director integral curve intersects a β line, the curvature of the director integral curve vanishes.
β lines furnish a geometric fingerprint of the director field, reflecting its geometric structure while also conveying
topological information by representing the Poincare´ dual to the Euler class of ξ; we shall see numerous examples of
this in the following sections.
II. Free Energy
The description of director gradients given so far has been fully general, applying to any form of orientational
order and, in fact, independent of any energetic considerations. However, energetic considerations are also important
as they will constrain the facets of the geometry that are most important in determining the properties of different
phases. The decomposition of director gradients (S1) leads immediately to the Frank free energy [25, 26]
F =
∫ {
K˜1
2
(∇ · n)2 + K˜2
2
(
n · ∇ × n)2 + K˜3
2
∣∣(n · ∇)n∣∣2 + K˜4∣∣∆∣∣2}dV, (S2)
where |∆|2 = ∆ij∆ij and the K˜i are elastic moduli in terms of which the usual Frank constants are [25–27]
K1 = K˜1 + K˜4, K2 = K˜2 + K˜2, K3 = K˜3, K24 = K˜4. (S3)
A lucid exposition of this approach to the Frank free energy along with insightful applications to interpreting liquid
crystal textures is given in [27].
Beyond the nematic phase, different types of orientational order emphasise particular aspects of the geometry by
energetically favouring a non-zero value for one of the four parts of the director gradients (S1). The most familiar case
is that of cholesterics where the twist term in the free energy (S2) becomes 12K˜2(n ·∇×n+ q0)2, with q0 the chirality.
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The other three parts of the decomposition (S1) do not provide scalar invariants of the director field (invariant under
the nematic symmetry n ∼ −n). Energetic terms promoting a non-zero value for these geometric distortions can be
given in the Brazovskii form
K˜1
2
(∣∣∇ · n∣∣2 − s20)2, K˜32 (∣∣(n · ∇)n∣∣2 − b20)2, K˜4(∣∣∆∣∣2 −∆20)2, (S4)
where s0 is the preferred magnitude of the splay, b0 is the preferred magnitude of the bend and ∆0 is the preferred
magnitude of the anisotropic part of the orthogonal gradients, although these are far from the most general expres-
sions. An alternative description creates non-zero values for the splay, bend or anisotropic orthogonal gradients by
introducing auxiliary fields and couplings of the form
− λ(ni∂jnj)pi, − λ(nj∂jni)pi, − λ∆ijTij , (S5)
respectively. This is the approach originally suggested by Meyer for describing spontaneously modulated splay and
bend phases and adopted by the Kent State group [6]. The relationship between the two approaches has been described
in the recent review [4]. In the case of the twist-bend nematic the free energy can be taken to have the form
F =
∫ {
K˜1
2
(∇·n)2+ K˜2
2
(
n ·∇×n)2+ K˜3
2
∣∣(n ·∇)n∣∣2+K˜4∣∣∆∣∣2−λ[(n ·∇)n] ·p+ C
2
∣∣∇p∣∣2+ U
4
(
1−|p|2)2}dV, (S6)
where C is an elastic modulus for the auxiliary polarisation field p and U sets the scale of its bulk ordering energy.
In ordinary nematics (and cholesterics) the Frank free energy is often simplified by adopting a one-elastic-constant
approximation, replacing the four Frank elastic terms with the single term K2 |∇n|2, and we adopt this reduced form
for simplicity in generating numerical examples.
Our focus here is on geometric and topological properties of the director field, which are largely insensitive to the
exact form of the free energy and have general applicability for typical values of material constants.
Basic Examples of Bend Geometry and β Lines
In the following sections we detail the construction of the basic defects in twist-bend nematics discussed in the main
text, as well as give additional graphical renderings of these textures from different perspectives and with different
features emphasised. The heliconical ground state of the twist-bend nematic has one-dimensional periodic spatial
modulation. On scales large compared to the heliconical pitch, its elastic deformations and hydrodynamic modes are
the same as those of a smectic [30–32], as is the case also for cholesterics [33]. The polarisation is a non-hydrodynamic
mode [31]. As such, many calculations from the literature on smectics can be applied directly to give a coarse
description of the energetics of defects and textures in twist-bend nematics, when the latter are closely similar to
known smectic textures. Our focus will be on describing these states from the twist-bend perspective where they
may be visualised as disruptions to the family of helices which make up the director integral curves. We begin with
a recapitulation of the geometry of the heliconical ground state, § III, before discussing the two basic smectic-like
defects introduced in the main text — screw (§ IV) and edge (§V) dislocations. We also detail two more complex
smectic-like defects not presented in the main text, grain boundary phases (§VI) and focal conics (§VII). We then
described examples related to isolated Skyrmions and Skyrmion lattices (§VIII), providing enlarged renderings of
these textures to convey their complex structure.
III. Heliconical State
The heliconical state can be given the following purely geometrical description. It is characterised by having a bend
distortion of constant non-zero magnitude. The bend is the curvature of the director integral curves; curves with
constant magnitude of curvature are helices. Taking the helical axis to be z, a general helical integral curve can be
written
X(z) = x0 ex + y0 ey + z ez +
tan θ0
q
[
sin qz ex + (1− cos qz) ey
]
, (S7)
where x0, y0 are constants corresponding to the point in the xy-plane that the helix passes through. The helix has
curvature q sin θ0 cos θ0 and torsion q cos
2 θ0; the unit tangent gives the director field of a heliconical state
n = cos θ0 ez + sin θ0
[
cos qz ex + sin qz ey
]
, (S8)
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(a) (b) (c)
FIG. S2: The heliconical texture. (a) The director n makes a constant angle θ0 ∈ [0, pi/2] with the z axis and rotates with
wavevector q in the xy plane. The bend b lies in the xy plane, again rotating with wavevector q. (b) The integral curves of the
director are helices; orange surfaces indicate a full turn of the helix, with pitch 2pi/q. (c) The director field fills space, giving a
family of interlocking integral helices — three such helices are shown in grey.
where q is the helical wavevector and θ0 is the constant cone angle the director makes with the heliconical pitch axis
— here the z-axis. As θ0 → 0 the director limits to the uniform orientation ez, with straight integral curves. When
θ0 → pi/2 we recover the cholesteric ground state, and again the integral curves are straight lines, which now rotate
uniformly as one moves along z. In Fig. S2 we show the heliconical texture (S8) and its helical integral curves (S7)
for a generic cone angle, intermediate between these two extremes.
To analyse the director gradients we introduce the basis
s1 = − sin qz ex + cos qz ey, (S9)
s2 = sin θ0 ez − sin θ0
[
cos qz ex + sin qz ey
]
, (S10)
of the orthogonal planes ξ; these correspond to the normal and binormal vectors in the Frenet-Serret frame of the
helical integral curves (S7). The director gradients are
∇n = q sin θ0 cos θ0 n⊗ s1 − q sin
2 θ0
2
[
s1 ⊗ s2 − s2 ⊗ s1
]
+
q sin2 θ0
2
[
s1 ⊗ s2 + s2 ⊗ s1
]
, (S11)
and we can read off that the bend is b = (n · ∇)n = q sin θ0 cos θ0 s1, the splay is ∇ · n = 0 and the twist is
n · ∇ × n = −q sin2 θ0. The anisotropic orthogonal gradients are
∆ =
q sin2 θ0
2
[
s1 ⊗ s2 + s2 ⊗ s1
]
, Π = −q sin
2 θ0
2
[
s1 ⊗ s1 − s2 ⊗ s2
]
, (S12)
and from the linear transformation Π we can read off that the cholesteric pitch axis is s2. We note that this is not
the same as the heliconical pitch axis (z-axis); we explain how to identify the latter in §X.
This description has emphasised the geometry of the heliconical state, independent of specific energetic consider-
ations. Several free energies have been developed that have the heliconical director (S8) as a ground state; some
examples include [5, 6, 28–30]. For the free energy (S6), taking the limit U → ∞ (which enforces |p| = 1), the
preferred values of the heliconical cone angle θ0 and wavevector q are
cos 2θ0 = 1 +
2C
K
−
[
4C
K
(
1 +
C
K
)] 1
2
, q =
2λ
K
cot 2θ0. (S13)
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(a,i) (a,ii) (a,iii)
(a,iv) (a,v)
+1
(b,i) (b,ii) (b,iii)
(b,iv) (b,v) (b,vi)
-1
FIG. S3: Screw dislocations in twist-bend nematics. Panels (a,b) show +1,−1 strength screw dislocations respectively. The
β line along the z axis is shown in green. (a,b)(i) Helical phase field on three z slices, with φ = 0 level set shown in orange.
(a,b)(ii) Zoomed out view of φ = 0 level set, showing equispaced layers away from the screw dislocation. (a,b)(iii) Director
integral curves (blue) with their intersection with φ = 0 shown as black dots. (a,b)(iv) Top down view of integral curves,
with bend vector (orange) shown on a z = 0 slice. (a,b)(v) Perspective view of integral curves and their bend vector, showing
periodic variation of the bend along the screw. (a,b)(vi) Degeneration of the integral curves to a straight line, which is also the
β line, as we approach the z axis.
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IV. Screw Dislocations
The one-dimensional periodicity of the heliconical phase leads to a general correspondence with the elasticity of
smectics and so a description in terms of ‘smectic-like’ phase fields. The heliconical phase φ = qz in (S8) is the same
as the phase in the mass-density wave of the smectic ground state. Other smectic phase fields — corresponding to
screw dislocations, edge dislocations, TGB phases, focal conics etc. — lend themselves to analogous twist-bend states
with the same helical phase field and provide examples of smectic-like defects in twist-bend nematics. We emphasise
at the outset, however, that this is merely one class of defect in twist-bend nematics; the Skyrmion-type textures we
describe later are not derived in this way from a smectic counterpart.
Our first example of a smectic-like defect is the screw dislocation, for which we consider the texture
n = cos θ(ρ) ez + sin θ(ρ)
[
cosφ ex + sinφ ey
]
, (S14)
where φ = qz + s arctan(y/x), with s = ±1,±2, . . . the defect strength, and θ(ρ) interpolates smoothly from 0 at the
origin to the heliconical far field angle as ρ :=
√
x2 + y2 → ∞. In Fig. S3 we show these textures for s = +1,−1 in
panels (a,b) respectively. The phase field φ contains a smectic screw disclocation along the z axis such that around
any positively oriented loop in the xy-plane encircling the axis φ winds by 2pis. This is shown by the winding colour
map in Figs. S3(a,b)(i), which also show the level set φ = 0 as an orange surface; this surface corresponds to the layers
of a smectic screw dislocation. Note the difference in the sense of rotation between panels (a) and (b). Figs. S3(a,b)(ii)
show the same level set φ = 0 but zoomed out, emphasising that away from the screw dislocation we simply have
equally spaced layers, φ ≈ qz. In Fig. S3(a,b)(iii) we add integral curves of the director, with their intersection with
the φ = 0 surface indicated by black points; in the limit ρ→∞ the integral curves are exactly helices and the marked
points are locations along the integral curves of the same ‘helical phase’. The screw dislocation corresponds to a 2pis
‘phase slip’, as can be seen in Fig. S3(a,b)(iv) in which we show a top down view of the integral curves alongside the
phase φ on the xy plane.
The bend of (S14) is
b = (n · ∇θ) [cos θ (cosφ ex + sinφ ey)− sin θ ez] + (n · ∇φ) sin θ [− sinφ ex + cosφ ey] . (S15)
We first consider its far field behaviour. As ρ→∞, ∇θ → 0 and (S15) becomes
b = q cos θ0 sin θ0 [− sinφ ex + cosφ ey] , (S16)
exactly the heliconical bend but with qz → φ = qz + arctan(y/x). We conclude that the bend winds as φ, and so
there is a 2pis winding of the bend vector about the origin. This winding is shown in Fig. S3(a,b)(iv). The bend (S16)
also rotates along the pitch axis z with pitch 2pi/q, giving a periodic structure to these defects along z, as shown in
Figs. S3(a,b)(v). For s = +1, a radial profile rotates to become azimuthal and then back to radial. For s = −1, the
axes of the −1 profile rotate along z.
As ρ decreases and you approach the axis the integral curves are no longer exactly helices, however the 2pis winding
of the bend vector is preserved. In § IX we give a general analysis of the director structure as we approach a degenerate
point and in §XI we describe some global, topological aspects. Here, we will continue to think of the integral curves
as approximately helices but with curvature and torsion that vary with ρ, which is a good approximation provided
the tilt angle θ0 is small. More precisely, consider the magnitudes of the two terms in (S15),
n · ∇θ = sin θ θ′(ρ) cos(qz + (s− 1) arctan(y/x)), (S17)
sin θ(n · ∇φ) = sin θ
(
q cos θ +
sin θ(ρ)
ρ
sin
(
qz + (s− 1) arctan(y/x))). (S18)
Note that (S18) shows that we require θ(ρ) to vanish at least linearly at the origin. The ratio of the two terms is
then approximately θ′(0)/(q+ θ′(0)) and taking θ′(0) to be roughly θ0 divided by the pitch the ratio is of order θ0/2pi
and is small. We can then neglect (S17), and simplify (S18) to |b| = q sin θ(ρ) cos θ(ρ), the curvature of an integral
helix. As ρ→ 0 this curvature vanishes, and along the z axis itself the helices degenerate to a straight line, which is
also our β line. A schematic of this degeneration is shown in Fig. S3(a,b)(vi) and can be compared against numerical
relaxation of a screw dislocation shown in Fig. S4. We identify the core region of the β line by measuring how the
cone angle θ deviates from the preferred value θ0 of the heliconical state and indicate it by blue shading. On the
right, we show the size of the core region for different values of K/λ, corresponding to the helical pitch, increasing
from top to bottom. The value of K/λ doubles with each panel, illustrating a roughly linear scaling. The final panel
is illustrated in more detail on the left of Fig. S4; compare with Fig. S3(a)(vi).
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FIG. S4: Illustration of the core structure of a screw dislocation. The core can be identified with the region where the cone
angle θ deviates from the preferred cone angle θ0. (a,b) We plot the value of |θ − θ0| on a slice orthogonal to the β line in a
numerical simulation of a screw dislocation. The region where this is positive is shown in blue. The integral curves deform
from helices to a straight line, where θ = 0, along the β line. (c) The size of the core region is shown for several values of K/λ,
which doubles with each panel, illustrating a roughly linear scaling.
V. Edge Dislocations
Returning to (S14) but taking instead φ = qz + s arctan(z/x) yields an edge dislocation in the phase field parallel
to the y axis — the case s = +1 is shown in Fig. S5. As we go from negative to positive x an extra 2pi is inserted
into φ, corresponding to an additional full turn in the integral helices, as can be seen in Fig. S5(a). On a positively
oriented loop encircling the edge dislocation, the bend therefore acquires a winding of 2pis as in the case of the screw
dislocation. There are, however, several distinct features of the edge dislocation worth emphasising. The first is that
the β line (shown in green in Fig. S5) is not itself an integral curve of the director — this is the generic situation
in an arbitrary director field, the screw dislocation being an exceptional case. The second feature is the location of
the β line itself — it is not along the y axis, but slightly displaced from it, as shown in Figs. S5(a,b). To understand
this feature we recall some details of the phase field φ, shown in Fig. S5(c) [34]. An edge dislocation is composed
of two disclinations in ∇φ/|∇φ|. The first is a +1 disclination along the y axis, denoted D in Figs. S5(b, c), which
is a singularity in φ. The second is a −1 disclination along (− 1q , y, 0), called the hyperbolic line and denoted H in
Figs. S5(b, c). This second disclination is the unique location where ∇φ = 0, with φ itself nonsingular. We now return
to (S15), derived for the screw dislocation but valid here too. Neglecting (n · ∇θ) as before, we see b vanishes when
∇φ vanishes, and so we have a β line along the hyperbolic line H. One might worry about the phase singularity at
the origin, but a direct expansion of (S15) shows that the bend is in fact continuous about the origin, taking value
b = θ′(0) ey at the origin itself, and is not (as one might initially suspect) singular — this is reflected in the smooth
nature of the bend at the origin shown in Figs. S5(a,b).
We briefly remark that the canonical local form of a family of curves which pass through an inflectional configuration
(where the bend vanishes) is given in [35], where it is shown that on passing through the inflectional configuration the
curve normal (equivalently the bend b) picks up a 2pi rotation. Locally, this is what happens to our integral curves
as we pass through the β line at H.
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(a) (b)
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Director Phase
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H
D
H
D
FIG. S5: Edge dislocations in twist-bend nematics. (a) xz slice through the edge dislocation parallel to the y axis, coloured by
the angle the bend vector makes with the x axis, with director integral curves shown in blue, bend vector in orange and the β
line shown in green. Across the dislocation the bend acquires a 2pi winding. (b, c) The β line does not coincide with the phase
singularity D along the y axis, but is along the hyperbolic line H. We emphasise this difference by showing the angle the bend
vector makes with the x axis in (b), and the phase field φ in (c) — note the discrepancy in the location of singularities.
VI. Twist Grain Boundary Phases
The examples of screw and edge dislocations extend to constructions of locally heliconical director fields whose
helical phase corresponds to any smectic texture. A general director field with these properties is given by
n = cos θN+ sin θ
[
cosφ e1 + sinφ e2
]
, (S19)
where φ is a smectic phase field, N is the smectic-A director field (i.e. N = ∇φ/|∇φ| away from singularities in φ) and
e1, e2 are an orthonormal basis for the planes orthogonal to N chosen to have no rotation along the integral curves
of N, meaning (∇Ne1) · e2 = 0. As in the screw and edge dislocation examples, the cone angle θ should vanish along
the phase singularities. In this section and the next we outline constructions of this form for phase fields representing
twist grain boundary and parabolic focal conic textures.
Twist grain boundaries in smectics are formed by arrays of equally spaced screw dislocations and mediate a rotation
of the smectic layer normal. This same structure can be encoded into a director field that locally corresponds to the
heliconical state; the grain boundary mediates a rotation of the helical (pitch) axis and each of the screw dislocations
becomes a β line. We first review briefly the construction of grain boundaries in smectics.
A single grain boundary in a smectic can be described by the phase field [38]
φ = Im ln
[
e−y/`eiφ− + ey/`eiφ+
]
, (S20)
where φ± = qz cos(α/2) ± qx sin(α/2) and we choose ` = [q sin(α/2)]−1 to make φ a harmonic function. The layer
structure is the level set φ = 0 and is shown in Fig. S6(a). For y . −` we have φ ≈ φ− and for y & ` we have φ ≈ φ+.
In the plane y = 0 there are screw dislocations with axes parallel to z at x = pi2 + mpi, m ∈ Z. The gradient of the
phase field is
∇φ = q cos(α/2) ez + q sin(α/2) sinh(2y/`) ex + sin(2x/`) ey
cosh(2y/`) + cos(2x/`)
, (S21)
and its magnitude squared,
|∇φ|2 = q2 cosh(2y/`) + cosα cos(2x/`)
cosh(2y/`) + cos(2x/`)
, (S22)
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FIG. S6: (a) Smectic phase field for a single grain boundary. The surface shown is φ = 0, where φ is given in (S20). (b-c)
Helical integral curves (blue) of a twist-bend director containing a grain boundary, with β lines shown in green: (b) side view;
(c) top view.
diverges as inverse distance squared along each of the screw dislocations. It is not difficult to extend this construction
to create phase fields containing multiple grains and describing full twist-grain boundary phases. We refer the reader
to [38] for details.
We restrict our focus here to describing how the single grain boundary (S20) can be embedded into a heliconical
director field with β lines along each of the screw dislocations, i.e. the lines (pi2 + mpi, 0, z), m ∈ Z. We write the
director field in the form (S19) and take the basis {N, e1, e2} to be
N = cosσ ez + sinσ ex, e1 = − sinσ ez + cosσ ex, e2 = ey, (S23)
where σ is a function interpolating between −α/2 for y . −` and +α/2 for y & +`, for instance σ = α2 tanh(2y/`).
With this choice N differs from ∇φ/|∇φ| by exponentially small terms away from the cores of the screw dislocations,
along each of which it is ez. To make the cone angle θ vanish linearly along each screw dislocation and approach a
preferred value θ0 outside of the core region we can choose θ = qθ0/|∇φ|. A selection of helical integral curves of this
director field are shown in Fig. S6(b,c).
VII. Parabolic Focal Conics
Focal conics are amongst the most celebrated geometric features of any ordered phase. They are the hallmark of
smectic order, corresponding to the fundamental singularities of a material composed of equally spaced layers. They
are also seen in twist-bend nematics [39], which serve to emphasise that it is the one-dimensional periodicity that
leads to focal conics, rather than a modulation of the mass density. A director field for a twist-bend phase containing
a focal conic defect can be constructed using the general form (S19), where φ is the phase field of a focal conic and
N is the layer normal, away from the conic singularities themselves. The construction and description of the Dupin
cyclides and focal conic domains is classical; here, we simply quote the formulae with a convenient parameterisation [?
].
A focal conic domain consists of a space-filling family of surfaces – level sets of a phase field φ – that are singular
along a pair of confocal conics and uniformly spaced everywhere else. In the case of a parabolic domain, the confocal
parabolae may be taken to be
p1(u) =
(
σ
cosu
1 + cosu
,
√
2σ
sinu
1 + cosu
, 0
)
, p2(v) =
(
−σ cos v
1 + cos v
, 0,
√
2σ
sin v
1 + cos v
)
, (S24)
where σ is a constant parameter corresponding to the distance between the two foci/apices of the parabolae and
−pi < u, v < pi. The domain itself then has the explicit parameterisation
x = cosu
σ − φ(1 + cos v)
2 + cosu+ cos v
− cos v σ + φ(1 + cosu)
2 + cosu+ cos v
,
y =
√
2 sinu
σ − φ(1 + cos v)
2 + cosu+ cos v
,
z =
√
2 sin v
σ + φ(1 + cosu)
2 + cosu+ cos v
,
(S25)
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FIG. S7: (a) Smectic phase field for a parabolic focal conic domain. We show multiple different level sets φ = constant. The β
lines, singularities in the phase field φ, are shown in green. (b) Individual layers in the parabolic focal conic domain are shown
for increasing levels of φ. (c-e) Helical integral curves of a twist-bend director containing a parabolic focal conic domain: (c)
top view; (d) side view; (e) the local structure around each focus / apex is (compatible with) that of a (chiral) point defect.
The integral curves connect one focus/ β line to the other. We show two families of integral curves, one in red, one in blue,
that converge on the same point on one of the foci.
where each surface of constant φ is a parabolic Dupin cyclide. Depending on the value of φ the range of u, v should be
restricted so as to terminate the surface on the singular parabolae. Specifically, if φ < −σ/2 then the range of u should
be restricted according to cosu < |σ/φ| − 1; if φ > σ/2 then the range of v should be restricted by cos v < |σ/φ| − 1;
and if −σ/2 < φ < σ/2 no restriction is needed. In Fig. S7(a) we show the structure of a parabolic focal conic domain,
with a selection of individual layers shown in Fig. S7(b).
In terms of this parameterisation the frame {N, e1, e2} is given by
N =
(
− cosu+ cos v + 2 cosu cos v
2 + cosu+ cos v
,−
√
2 sinu(1 + cos v)
2 + cosu+ cos v
,
√
2 sin v(1 + cosu)
2 + cosu+ cos v
)
,
e1 =
(√
2 sinu(1 + cos v)
2 + cosu+ cos v
,−1 + 2 cosu+ cosu cos v
2 + cosu+ cos v
,− sinu sin v
2 + cosu+ cos v
)
,
e2 =
(√
2 sin v(1 + cosu)
2 + cosu+ cos v
,
sinu sin v
2 + cosu+ cos v
,
1 + 2 cos v + cosu cos v
2 + cosu+ cos v
)
.
(S26)
Helical integral curves of the director field are then given by
h(u,v)(φ) = x0(u, v) +
φ
q
N+
tan θ
q
[
sinφ e1 +
(
1− cosφ)e2], (S27)
where x0(u, v) is a point on the cyclide φ = 0. The range of values of φ should be limited to [
−σ
1+cosu ,
σ
1+cos v ] and the
helices then extend from one conic to the other. A selection of such helical integral curves are shown in Fig. S7(c-e).
In this structure the two focal parabolae are singularities and correspond to β lines. Although there are several
possibilities for how the director is resolved along these lines, one natural arrangement places point defects at each
focus/apex of the two parabolae; this local structure is especially suggested by Fig. S7(e).
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VIII. Skyrmions and Double Twist Cylinders
We now examine a class of defects in twist-bend nematics which are not constructed by analogy to a smectic phase
field but rather from topologically non-trivial textures in cholesterics. Skyrmions are non-singular field configurations
found in cholesterics and chiral ferromagnets [41–46] corresponding to topologically protected particle-like solitons.
They carry a topological charge Q = 14pi
∫
n ·∂xn×∂yn dxdy, an element of pi2(S2) ≈ Z giving the ‘wrapping number’
of the texture. Given the general similarities between the heliconical director field and the cholesteric ground state it
is natural to consider if Skyrmion textures also exist in twist-bend nematics and how they may be characterised in
terms of β lines and the geometry of bend.
In cholesterics, Skyrmions are usually created in frustrated cells with normal anchoring boundary conditions; away
from the Skyrmion the director points vertically (say) so that the asymptotic behaviour is frustrated and not the
cholesteric ground state. However, in twist-bend nematics the heliconical ground state may have a small cone angle
(indeed arbitrarily small) allowing the usual Skyrmion structure to match naturally onto it as an asymptotic far
field and this is the configuration we consider. In Fig. S8 we show a single Skyrmion embedded in a heliconical
background, the result of numerical relaxation of (S6) from a topologically correct initial director field. The Skyrmion
is characterised by two β lines as shown in Figs. S8(a,b), the first vertical, the second a helix with pitch equal to
the heliconical background. In the neighbourhood of the vertical β line the director field is a double-twist cylinder,
an idealised description of which is the texture n = cos qρ ez + sin qρ eφ. In Figs. S8(c,d,e) we show this texture, its
integral curves and its bend vector. The texture has bend b = − 1ρ sin2 qρ eρ, which vanishes linearly at the origin
with winding number +1, giving a β line along the z axis. In contrast to the screw or edge dislocations discussed
in §§ IV, V, here the integral curves of the director link the β line. This observation establishes that this β line is
topologically distinct from screw or edge dislocations, in the sense that a homotopy of the director between a double
twist cylinder and an screw/edge dislocation would necessarily introduce new β lines (related observations of the
failure of standard homotopy theory to deal with order parameters coupled to the director are given in [63] for the
case of umbilic lines in cholesterics). The local structure about the second β line is that of the edge dislocation, as
can be seen in the integral curve structure shown in Fig. S8(f).
In § IX we will define a global orientation for β lines — this orientation is shown as arrows along the β lines in
Fig. S8. We briefly note that the β lines of Fig. S8 are both oriented along +z, and both puncture the grey disc
shown in Figs S8(a,b) in the same sense. The apparent difference in local winding of the bend vector between them is
misleading, as the oriented plane on which one should measure winding makes a half turn, with director, between the
two β lines. With this orientation defined, in §X we will apply the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern theorem to these Skyrmion
textures to show that the two β lines of Fig. S8 are topologically required.
In Fig. S9 we show a lattice of Skyrmions, again obtained by numerical relaxation. The hexagonal symmetry of
the lattice breaks the cylindrical symmetry of the helical β lines, but otherwise the texture is essentially that of a
repeated isolated Skyrmion.
Local and Global Structure of β Lines
In the following sections we develop an account of the geometry and topology of the β lines introduced in § I. We
discuss their local structure in § IX, defining how β lines may be oriented and showing how the director structure
about the β line sets its index. We then move to global structure in §X, showing that β lines are Poincare´ dual to the
Euler class of the plane field ξ, via an application of the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern theorem; concretely, these lines encode
topological information about the director, such as Skyrmion number. We apply this general result to two specific
examples, the screw dislocation § IV and an isolated Skyrmion §VIII.
IX. Local Analysis of Bend Zeros
Along the β line there are two canonical frames: One coming from the director and its orthogonal plane ξ, and the
other coming from the tangent vector to the β line t and its normal plane ν as shown in Fig. S10(a). First we note
that along the β line the image of the linear map ∇b|β : TR3 → TR3 defined by v 7→ (v · ∇)b|β is the orthogonal
plane ξ, Fig. S10(b). This is because n · b = 0 and hence (∇b) · n = −(∇n) · b, so that along a β line (∇b) · n = 0.
Similarly, the tangent vector t spans the kernel of ∇b|β . This understood, we may think of ∇b|ξ as defining an
isomorphism between the normal plane ν and the orthogonal plane ξ. The general linear group has two disconnected
components, corresponding to positive and negative determinant. The orientation of the β line is taken such that
∇b|ξ belongs to the positive, or orientation-preserving, component. In Figs. S8,S9 we indicate this orientation for
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(a)
(f)
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FIG. S8: Twist-bend skyrmion in a heliconical background. (a) The two β lines comprising the Skyrmion are shown in the
simulation box, with grey disc in the midplane indicating rough Skyrmion extent. The background director is heliconical (blue
curves). (b) Director and bend vector on midplane through the Skyrmion. Red circles highlight the winding of the bend around
the β lines. (c,d,e) Idealised double twist cylinder forming the neighbourhood of the vertical β line. The director integral curves
link the β line, as emphasised in panel (e). (f) Director integral curves and bend vector on an xz slice through the Skyrmion
texture. Red circles emphasise the winding of the bend vector about the second helical β line.
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Bend Phase
FIG. S9: Skyrmion lattice in a twist-bend nematic. (a) Each Skyrmion in the lattice is composed of two β lines, as in the
isolated Skyrmion of Fig. S8. The cylindrical symmetry of the helical β line is broken to hexagonal by the lattice. (b) Director
and bend vector on the midplane of the Skyrmion lattice — compare with Fig. S8(b). (c) Phase of the bend vector shown in
panel (b). (d) Integral curves on an xz slice through the lattice — compare with Fig. S8(f).
the case of Skyrmions with arrows along the β lines — this orientation will enter into the signed intersection count
with a surface which defines Skyrmion number in §X. Note that under the replacement n→ −n, the bend b remains
invariant, but the orientation of the plane field ξ reverses, and hence all β line orientations reverse. This reversal
corresponds to the well-known reversal of Skyrmion number (hedgehog charge) under n→ −n [50].
At any generic point the vectors n and t have no special relationship, being neither colinear nor perpendicular. Both
these situations therefore correspond to situations of greater degeneracy. Points where n and t are perpendicular are
the most basic type of degeneracy and have codimension one; we call them Legendrian points. Points of colinearity
have codimension two. At a generic (or Legendrian) point, the planes ν and ξ have one-dimensional intersection,
which may be used to give a ‘framing’, whose half-integer ‘self-linking’ can change only by passing through points of
colinearity.
We now relate ∇b|β to ∇n, computing the normal form of a Taylor series for the bend at a generic zero. The
analysis closely parallels that for other geometric degeneracies such as umbilic points of surfaces [48], C lines in
electromagnetic fields [20] and umbilic lines in general [22]. A Taylor series for a generic point where the bend
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FIG. S10: Local structure of a β line. (a) β lines come with two canonical frames, n and its orthogonal place ξ, and the tangent
t and orthogonal plane ν. (b) The bend vector locally lies in the plane ξ, making ∇b|β an isomorphism ν → ξ.
FIG. S11: Local profiles of bend zeros from Taylor series, with director and its integral curves in blue, bend vector in orange
and oriented β line in green. (a) Radial +1 defect (b) azimuthal +1 defect. (c) Generic bend zero, with tilt between director
and β line. (d) Legendrian point, with degenerate winding behaviour.
vanishes will involve terms in the director field up to second order, so as to obtain all first order terms in the bend.
Introducing a local coordinate system adapted to the director and its orthogonal plane at the bend zero, and writing
n ≈ nx ex + ny ey + ez, we find the general form of the Taylor series contributing to the linear structure of the bend
zero is [
nx
ny
]
=
[
∇⊥n
∣∣∣
0
+ z
(
∂z∇⊥n
)∣∣∣
0
] [
x
y
]
+
1
2
z2
[
sx
sy
]
, (S28)
[
bx
by
]
= ∇b ·
xy
z
 = [(∇⊥n∣∣∣
0
)2
+ ∂z∇⊥n
∣∣∣
0
] [
x
y
]
+ z
[
sx
sy
]
. (S29)
Here ∇⊥n =
[
∂xnx ∂ynx
∂xny ∂yny
]
denotes the 2×2 matrix of orthogonal gradients of the director [22] (see § I), and ∂z∇⊥n is
its rate of change along the local director. The winding number of the bend vector in the xy-plane is ±1 according to
the sign of det
(
(∇⊥n|0)2 + ∂z∇⊥n|0
)
; when the derivatives ∂z∇⊥n
∣∣
0
are negligible this reduces to (det∇⊥n|0)2 and
the winding is always +1, so that the different profiles of β lines are controlled crucially by the parallel derivatives of
the orthogonal director gradients. [sx, sy] controls the angle between the director and the tangent to the β line. To
see this, note that, as we saw above, (S29) is a linear map [x, y, z] 7→ [bx, by] with a one-dimensional kernel tangent to
the β line. When [sx, sy] = 0 this kernel is along the z axis.
With (S29) we may construct β lines with different local structures starting from a Taylor series for the director,
with several examples shown in Fig.S11. In Fig. S11(a), the only nonzero part of (S29) is (∇⊥n)ij = δij −ninj . This
gives a pure splay distortion of the director, with a radial +1 defect in the bend along the z axis. In Fig. S11(b) we
construct a vortex-like +1 defect by setting (∂z∇⊥n)ij = ij with all else 0. In Fig. S11(c) we add a nonzero value of
[sx, sy] to the director field of Fig. S11(a), which tilts the β line. Finally, in Fig. S11(d) we construct a Legendrian point
where we encounter degenerate behaviour in the winding; this is done by arranging det
(
(∇⊥n|0)2 + ∂z∇⊥n|0
)
= 0.
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X. Frenet-Serret Frame, Connection and Curvature
At a generic point the director field carries a canonical Frenet-Serret framing. The Frenet-Serret frame associated
to any space curve is the orthonormal frame consisting of its unit tangent, normal vector and binormal. As the bend
is the curvature of the director integral curves its direction is exactly that of the Frenet-Serret normal for each integral
curve. We write b = κ s1, with κ = |b|, and s2 = n × s1; the frame {n, s1, s2} gives a Frenet-Serret framing of the
director field. It is defined on the complement of the β lines, which are singularities of the Frenet-Serret framing.
The Frenet-Serret frame provides a canonical (Frenet-Serret) connection for the orthogonal plane field ξ
ω =
(∇s1) · s2, (S30)
defined on the complement of the β lines. The value of ω on the director field is the torsion, τ = ω(n) =
(∇ns1) · s2,
while the vector dual to it is the heliconical pitch axis; both are singular along the β lines. The associated curvature
2-form (the curvature of the plane field ξ) is
Ω = dω =
−1
2
ijk ni dnj ∧ dnk. (S31)
In the heliconical ground state we have ω = q cos θ dz, the torsion is τ = q cos2 θ, the heliconical pitch axis is ez and
the curvature vanishes. When the local helical structure varies slowly as in the director n = cos θ ez + sin θ[cosφ ex +
sinφ ey] the Frenet-Serret connection is ω ≈ cos θ dφ, the torsion is τ ≈ cos2 θ |∇φ|, the heliconical pitch axis is
∇φ/|∇φ| = N and the curvature is Ω = − sin θ dθ ∧ dφ.
We remark that the bend is invariant under the nematic symmetry n→ −n and as a consequence both the curvature
κ and Frenet-Serret normal s1 are unchanged under this transformation. On the other hand, the binormal s2 = n×s1
changes sign, as does the Frenet-Serret connection ω and curvature Ω. This latter is the well-known change in sign of
nematic hedgehog charge under n → −n [50]. The heliconical pitch axis also reverses but the torsion τ is invariant.
Along a β line the Frenet-Serret connection degenerates as a multiple of the angular form winding around it, which
provides an orientation of the β line; like the connection, this orientation reverses under n→ −n.
The integral of the curvature over a surface S detects topological properties of the director field as described by
the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern theorem
1
2pi
∫
∂S
ω − 1
2pi
∫
S
Ω = eξ(S) =
∑
j
Int
(
βj , S
)
, (S32)
where the Euler number eξ(S) of the plane field ξ can equally be calculated as the total intersection number of the
surface with the β lines by Poincare´ duality. This number depends on the homology class of the surface S relative to
its boundary. As an example, consider the screw dislocation textures of § IV and let S be a disc of (large) radius R in
the plane z = 0, centred on the origin. On the boundary of the disc where the director is locally the heliconical state
with preferred cone angle θ0, the Frenet-Serret connection is ω = cos θ0 dφ with φ = qz + s arctan(y/x) and
1
2pi
∫
∂S
ω =
cos θ0
2pi
∫
∂S
(
q dz + s
−y dx+ x dy
x2 + y2
)
= s cos θ0. (S33)
The curvature is Ω = − sin θ dθ ∧ dφ and its integral is (minus) the area swept out by the director field over S
1
2pi
∫
S
Ω = s
(
cos θ0 − 1
)
, (S34)
so that the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern theorem gives
1
2pi
∫
∂S
ω − 1
2pi
∫
S
Ω = s cos θ0 − s
(
cos θ0 − 1
)
= s. (S35)
The Euler number is the strength of the screw dislocation; as there is a single β line along the z-axis it is also the
intersection number of the β line with S.
A similar example can be given for the double twist director of §VIII
n = cos θ ez + sin θ
[
sin arctan(y/x) ex − cos arctan(y/x) ey
]
, (S36)
that describes the core region of a Skyrmion. Here θ = θ(ρ) is a function of the radial distance ρ =
√
x2 + y2 from
the axis of the cylinder, along which θ vanishes. The bend is
b =
− sin2 θ
ρ
[
cos arctan(y/x) ex + sin arctan(y/x) ey
]
, (S37)
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FIG. S12: Illustration of the transverse self-linking number associated to a closed integral curve of the director field, here a
planar circle (blue). (a) The Frenet-Serret framing with the normal (direction of the bend) in orange and the binormal in cyan.
The self-linking number of the closed integral curve with this framing is zero but the frame has a singularity at the centre of
the disc. (b) A trivialisation of the orthogonal plane field over the disc induces a framing of the closed integral curve with
self-linking −1 (illustrated using the red curve displaced from K along a basis vector of the trivialisation); this is the transverse
self-linking number of the curve. In both panels we show a top down view and a side-on view for clarity.
and the Frenet-Serret connection and curvature are
ω = cos θ
−y dx+ x dy
x2 + y2
, Ω =
− sin θ θ′
ρ
dx ∧ dy. (S38)
Integrating over a disc of radius R in the plane z = 0 (centred on the axis) we have
1
2pi
∫
∂S
ω − 1
2pi
∫
S
Ω = cos θ(R)− (cos θ(R)− 1) = 1, (S39)
corresponding to the intersection number of the β line along the axis of the double twist cylinder with the disc. In
a Skyrmion this core region of double twist connects smoothly to an asymptotic director corresponding to a pure
heliconical ground state. As the bend vector of the double twist region has winding number +1 in the xy-plane, while
that of the heliconical ground state is constant, there is necessarily a β line involved in any such interpolation. For
any surface S extending into the heliconical ground state we have ω|∂S = q cos θ dz and
1
2pi
∫
∂S
ω − 1
2pi
∫
S
Ω = 0−
[(
cos θ(R)− 1)+ (−1− cos θ(R))] = 2, (S40)
the additional contribution from the integrated curvature being the area (divided by 2pi) swept out on the unit sphere
by the director field in the interpolation between the inner double twist region and asymptotic heliconical texture.
Again, the Euler number is the total intersection number of S with the β lines, and is twice the Skyrmion charge.
We finish this section by noting a connection to the Ca˘luga˘reanu theorem [54, 55] that arises for closed integral
curves of the director. Suppose K is such a closed integral curve. Since the director is the tangent vector to this curve
and ω(n) = τ , the integral of the connection yields the twist of K, with its Frenet-Serret framing
1
2pi
∫
K
ω =
1
2pi
∫
K
τ ds = Tw(K). (S41)
If S is any Seifert surface for K then the intersection number of the β lines with S is equal to the difference between
the Frenet-Serret self-linking number of K, SL(K), and the self-linking number of a framing that extends over S
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FIG. S13: A circular edge dislocation embedded in a heliconical background. The phase field φ is shown on (a) a surface away
from the β line (green), and (b) a surface that intersects the β line. (c) There are two Legendrian points on the line, indicated
by blue spheres. The director (blue curves) and bend (orange) are shown on a slice intersecting the two Legendrian points. (d)
The bend is shown on a slice though the β line, which intersects the β line at points halfway between the Legendrian points,
indicated by coloured sphere. At the purple point, the winding of the bend around the β line is −1. At the yellow point, the
winding of the bend around the β line is +1, as can be seen from examing the bend vector field itself.
without any singularities, which we call the transverse self-linking number, SL(K;S), a quantity of significance in
contact topology [22, 47]. The transverse self-linking number is illustrated in Fig. S12 for the simplest example of a
planar circle bounding a disc. With these two identifications (S32) becomes
Tw(K)− 1
2pi
∫
S
Ω = SL(K)− SL(K;S). (S42)
Finally, using the Ca˘luga˘reanu theorem [? ? ], SL(K) = Tw(K) + Wr(K), where Wr(K) is the writhe of K, we
obtain a geometric integral formula for the transverse self-linking number
SL(K;S) =
1
2pi
∫
S
Ω + Wr(K), (S43)
as a sum of the total Berry curvature of the Seifert surface and the writhe of the closed integral curve. Of course, the
integrated curvature has the interpretation as the twist of K with the transverse framing.
XI. Knots, Merons, Linking and Self-Linking
In this final section we consider some examples of the global properties of β lines, when they form closed loops, knots
and links. These are relevant to the increasing number of complex, three-dimensional knotted fields [22, 23, 51–53, 64],
whose intricate structures realise knotted field lines, disclinations and geometric degeneracies, including umbilic and
β lines. The simplest example is obtained by wrapping the edge dislocation discussed in §V around an axis to form
a circular loop. This example is shown in Fig. S13 and illustrates several concepts from the preceding sections. First,
we observe that the profile of the bend around the circular β line changes as we move along it, from a −1 winding
to a +1 winding. Consequently, there must be a pair of Legendrian points on the β line. The local structure of the
Legendrian points is given by the saddle-node bifurcation, where the winding around a critical point changes sign,
as described in [49]. If the β line were flat, laying entriely in the z plane, then every point would be Legendrian.
This is non-generic, so the β line is tilted out of this plane. The Legendrian points are indicated by blue spheres in
Fig. S13(c,d). In Fig. S13(d), we show the bend on a slice that intersects the β line at two points directly in between
the Legendrian points, indicated by a yellow sphere, where the bend has winding +1 around the line, and a purple
sphere, where the bend has winding −1.
As well as realising the unknot as a β line, it is possible to embed an arbitrary knotted or linked set of β lines into
a heliconical background, via an extension of our constructions for screw and edge dislocations. Given any knot or
link K, the director
n = cos θ ez + sin θ
[
cosφK ex + sinφK ey
]
, (S44)
where φK = qz +
1
2ωK , with ωK the solid angle function for K [56], embeds a helical winding of the director integral
curves around a tubular neighbourhood of K; as before, the cone angle θ should be made to vary from its far field
value to vanish along K. The phase winding in the helical integral curves guarantees the existence of a β line.
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FIG. S14: A meron tube along a trefoil knot. (a) The β line (green), shown from above. (b-i) The helical phase field on
different slices through the texture. The meron tube is an edge dislocation, and the changes in the helical phase field shown
on the slices as one passes through the β line should be compared with the edge dislocation shown in Fig. S5.
The director texture is that of a meron tube extruded along K. A meron is a fractionalisation of a Skyrmion that
carries half the topological charge [44, 57]. β lines provide a natural geometric perspective on this fractionalisation:
since each Skyrmion comprises two β lines, a single β line represents half a Skyrmion, i.e. a meron. In terms of
the heliconical phase field, φK , these meron tubes are edge dislocations where heliconical layers terminate. Exactly
these structures were recently created experimentally in cholesteric cells and shown to form highly controllable and
responsive knotted solitons [23]. In that experiment, links of ‘escape up’ and ‘escape down’ meron tubes combined
to give non-zero Hopf invariant. For the twist-bend nematic phase, the small conical angle (θ ≈ 25◦ [3]) gives an
energetic preference to ‘escape up’ merons over ‘escape down’, whereas in cholesterics (θ = pi/2) the two types of
meron are degenerate. An example for the trefoil knot is shown in Fig. S14. The phase field φ is shown on several
slices through the β line, which is shown as a green curve in each panel. These slices should be compared with the
structure of the phase field for an edge dislocation in Fig. S5. Panels (b-i) show the change in the phase field on a
surface as one slides that surface across the β line. The change in the number of layers as the surface crosses the β
line is clear from an examination of the phase field. Similar images are shown in Fig. S15 for the two Hopf links, with
linking number +1, Fig. S15(a), and −1, Fig S15(b).
Knotted meron tubes illustrate a further property of the β lines, which capture not only the Euler class of the
director and the Skyrmion charge (via the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern theorem (S32)) but also the same information as the
Hopf invariant. Classicially, three-dimensional knotted solitons in S3 (or R3 with a uniform background director) are
characterised by the homotopy group pi3(S
2). The Hopf invariant establishes an isomorphism between this group and
the integers, pi3(S
2) ∼= Z, and is computed via the linking of preimages. Gompf and Stipsicz [59] offer an alternative
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FIG. S15: A meron tube along (a) a Hopf link with linking number +1, and (b) a Hopf link with linking number −1. In each
panel the β lines are shown in green, and the colours on each slice show the helical phase field.
way of describing this invariant which connects it to the zeros of a vector field orthogonal to the director, such as the
bend. The invariant is a linking number,
Θ =
∑
i
s2iSL(βi) +
∑
i 6=j
sisjLk(βi, βj), (S45)
familiar from helicity and abelian Chern-Simons theory [58], where the jth β line βj has strength sj . The self-linking
number, SL(β), is defined as follows: consider the total rotation
∫
B′ e2·de1 of the Frenet-Serret frame about the director
along any push-off B′ giving a zero-framing for the β line. Part of this rotation is an intrinsic Berry phase γ, equal to
the area on the unit sphere bound by the curve traced out by n along B. The difference γ − ∫
B′ e2 · de1 = 2pi SL(β)
defines the self-linking. In the (non-generic) case where the pushoff B′ is transverse to the planes ξ orthogonal to the
director, then the self-linking number just defined is the same as the self-linking number of B′ computed by pushing off
along the bend vector field. In general, there is no direct relationship between Θ and the Hopf invariant, however they
capture the same fundamental topology, and a uniform state with vanishing Hopf invariant will also have vanishing
Θ.
For example, we may produce a director with Hopf invariant H by taking a double-twist cylinder (Skyrmion tube)
and twisting it H times before joining the endpoints. The resulting solid torus can be embedded into a uniform
background to give an ‘axially-symmetric’ Hopfion [53]. As we have disucssed, there are two β lines, a central line
with strength +1 and a second β line wrapping around it with strength −1, as shown in Fig. S8. Both lines have
vanishing self-linking number, while the linking number of the two β lines is −1, so that Θ = 2H. As a second
example, consider the trefoil knot shown in Fig. S14. There is a single β line corresponding to the green curve, and
consequently the invariant Θ is equal to the self-linking number. In the construction we have given the framing on
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the β line is the solid angle framing, so that the self-linking number vanishes, and also Θ = 0.
